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FACTORS AFFECTIN@ THE IESIGN OF QUIll_ PRO_

By Arthur A. Regler and Harvey H. Hubbard

SU_WARY

The problems associated with propeller noise and with the design

of propellers that are less noisy than those conventionally used are

presented. Three aspects of these problems are discussed: aoousticalj

aerod_n_m_c_ and structural.

Some of the factors which m_st be considered in the design of a

quiet propeller are outlined, l_dicatlona a_ that the noise problem
will not be eliminated until the rotational noise level is reduced

below the vortex level of the propeller. This will require a red_ction

of the rotational speed to about one-half of that of present-day

propellers.

INTROUJCTION

l

This paper gives _ brief review of recent work done on airplane

noise by the NACA and discusses some of the problems encountered in

the design of quieter propellers. These problems are discussed under

three categories: acoustical_ ae_odynamlc_ and structural •

The asoustical requirements for a quiet propeller In'care the

necessity for a substantial reduction in tip and "rotational speed and
an increase in the number of blades. The aex_d_namic requirements

are that the propeller have a sufficiently large dla_eter and _lade

area to develop t_e require_ thrust efficiently. Structural consider-

ations require the propeller to be free from flutter_ vlbration_ and
excessive stresses and to have a _i_ of welg_ht consistent with :-

safety.

Th_ _enelwl principle_ will _e c_tline_ and references Will be

made to various p_pers in which the relevant faotors are discussed

in letail. Sample results from some of the investigations will be

pres_ated.
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thickness of section_ feet

chord, fe@t

propeller-tip radius, feet

_ensity of material, slugs per cubic foot

maximum flutter speed _ .divergence speed

shear modulus of elasticity_ pounds per square foot

density of air, slugs per ctlbic foot

position of section cent._r of gravity

distance from propeller, feet

sound intensity level, decibels

propeller diameter, feet

tip Mach number (rot;',tiononly)

horsepower to propeller

thrus t, pounds

forward speed, miles per hour "

propeller rotational speed, revolutions per minute

propeller rotational speed, revolutions per second
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rearward displacement velocity of helical vortex surface

(atinfinity)

circulation function for propeller blades

mass coefficient for propeller

helical velocity at 0.TR, feet per second

rotational velocity at 0.TR, feet per second

propeller blade area_ square feet

section llft coefficient at 0.7R

constants

DISCUSSION OF ACOUSTICAL FACTORS

Noise Levels of Aircraft

E_. Wright_ CAAAdmirdstrator, pointed out at the NACA Industry
Conference on Personal Aircraft last September that the potential

light-plane market depends on the availability of a_rports close to

populated centers and that the location of the airports depends on

the amount of noise that airplanes make.

The acceptable noise level of aircraft is that level which will

eliminate the objections tha_ people now have to airports located

close to their homes. Table i shows a chart_ taken from reference l,

which _ives the noise levels of common noises. It is not the purpose

of this paper to establish an acceptable noise level but to discuss

the _roblems encountered in reducin_ the noise level of a propeller.

Recently an airplane was flown at the NACALangley Laboratory
which had a noise level of 64 decibels when flown at a speed of

130 miles per hour, 189 horsepower, at an altitude of 300 feet.
The noise level of this airplane has been reduced to the point where

no distinct engine or propeller frequency can be heard. The noise

level of the conventional airplane for co_9_rable conditions _s

90 decibels. From table I it may be noted tha_ the noise level has
been reduced from about that _ho_for the 'hoisiest spot at

Niagara Falls" to less thau that for the "average automobile, 19 feet;"
A reduction of lO decibels indicates a soun6 energy reduction to 1/10 o

For the airplane discussed above, the reduction of _6 decibels

representua sound energy reduction to about 1/400 the original

sound energy.
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It is significant that the changes made on the airplane to
obtain this sound reduction resulted in a definite increase in the

maximum speed of the airplane with no objectionable flying que-lities.

A picture of the airplane is shown on fi_'e i.

Types of Propeller Noise

Figure 2 shows a polar distribution of the first harmonic of

the rotational noise components and vortex noise of & propeller
(reference 2). It should be noted that the theory for the noise

of a propeller in flight has not been completed to the point where

it can be said that a solut_o_ of the problem has been obtained.

In this figure and throughout the acoustical section of _is paper

a propeller in flight is assumed to have the same sound pattern as

a propeller operating without forward velocity but developing the

same thrust and torque as the propeller in flight. The rotational

tip speed rather than the helical tip speed has been used for making

sound calculations. This gives a conse_rative estimate of the noise
since flight tests compared with static tests (reference 3) have

shown that the noise in flight is somewhat less even though the
helical tip speed has been increased.

The rotational noise 3 sometimes referred to as the Gutin noisep
is the propeller noise _ue to the steady aerodynamic forces on the
blade. In Gutin's theory the noise is dlvidedinto the torque and

thrust co_ponents. . From figure 2 it maybe seen that for anairplane

in flight the greatest component of the rotational noise is due to

the torque of the propeller and th.t the thrust component has little
effect. It was shown in reference l_ _at the rotational noise can

be made as low as desired by reducing the tip speed and increasing

the number of blades. Recent tests of the sound from two- t four-,
and seven-blade propellers (reference 5) show that the theory for

rotational noise is in good agreement with experiment for a tip

Mach number range between 0.5 and 0.9 but that for lower tip Mach

numbers the measured over-all sotu_d pressures were mnch greater than

the theoretical rotational scun_ _ressures. This discrepancy isdue
to the vortex noise of the propeller.

The vortex noise is the propeller noise due to the oscillatory

aerodynamic forces on the blade associate_ with the vortices in the

E,_..
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wake.of an airfoil - the K_r_m_u Vortex Street. It is usually of +
much higher frequency than the rotation'al noise '_ud is _istrlbuted . [i_i_S!i[iiil.'

over a wide band of random •frequencies. It hau been shown in ,[_i_i!ii_!_i

reference 6 that the vortex noise energy varies _-s the _ixth power _i_i_i_ii(_!_"

of the tip speed and the first power of the total _ropeller-blade !_!_i_i_i_ii_i_i

•area and is also a function of the drag coefficient of the blade ." ii!_!!ili_i!iiiii__

sections. Thus for a propeller of _ given total solidity and tip !i_i_i!_-ii_i<i:_
speed, the rotational noise may be reduced by increasing the number i_i!_!_._!_{_;i_!

__:__!_!__
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of blades# but the vortex noise is Independent of the number of blades.
The polar distribution shown on figure 2 for the vortex noise is a

maximum along the propeller axis and decre_ses as the cosine of the

angle from the propeller axis. Thls is the d/stribution obtained in

reference 7 on whirlin_ rods. In the flight condition the distribution

is probably consl_erably altered.

Loudness Of Propeller Noise as Affected by Various Factors

The loudness level of a noise takes into account the response
characteristics of the ear. It is defined in reference 8 as the

pressure or intensity level of an equally loud lO00-cycle note which

is the reference frequency. The lougauess level contours are shown

on figure 3. It is believed that the lot_duess level Is a better

criterion for comparing noises than the pressure level. It is
not certain whether the loudness level is the best indication of

the annoyance level vhlch, in the final _mlysis, is the true
crlterlonfor the obJectionabillty of noise. Since there is no

method available for calculating the annoysmce level of a noise,

the present paper uses loudness levels as a basis for the compewison

of _ropellers.

The subsequent figures on acoustics are taken from reference 2.

Loudness charts are given in reference 2 covering the power range

of 100 to 300 horsepower, propeller diameters of 6, 8, and l0 feet,

and the forward speed range of 90 to 200 miles per hour.

Figure 4 is a sample chart giving the loudness levels as functions

of rotatlon,_l speed for two-, four-, six-, and eight-blade propellers
for constant ddameter_ power, and forvar_l velccity at 300 feet. This

distance may be considered the _Ititude of _ airplane in the approach

to the airport. Rotational loudness levels are given by the solid

lines. It may be seen that the greater the number of blades the
lower the loudness level for _ _iven rotw_ional speed. The loudness

levels also decrease rapidly with decrease of rotational speed. The
vortex loudness level is given by the llne of long dashes. It is

independent of the number of blades and decreases slowly wlth a

decrease in rotational speed. The lines of short dashes represent
total loudness levels due to rotational and vortex noise. At a

sufficiently low rotational speed the rotational noise drops below

the vortex noise level and the propeller noise becomes pre&ominantly
vortex noise. The rotational loudness level and the total loudness

level for a five-blade propeller at'a rotational speed of lO00 rpm

are indicated by circles on the figure. These points correspond
approximately to the operating condition of one of the NACA quiet

propellers. It may be seen that the loudness is almost entirely due

to the vortex noise. This explains why the rotational noise cannot
be heard.
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The effect of diameter on the loudnes_ level of _ two_bla_e

propeller operating at constant rpm _,nd power is given on flgure 5.

An examination of the @utin sound f6']r_Al_ as given in equr,tion (4)

_f reference 4 shows that t_e sound _re_sure is a product of

several factors. Decreasing the dlameter3 Wit11 rpm and power held

constant, results in the decrease of some Tact0rs but sm increase
in others. The net result is a small decrease of sound intensity

with decrease in diameter at the expense of propeller efficiency.

Th_ effect of diameter on efficiency will be gdscussed la_er.

The effect of diameter on the loudness level of a two-blade

propeller operating at constant tip speed _d power is given

.... on figure 6. _ This figure shows that for constant tip sp_ed the
_ loudness level decreases as the diameter is increased. This

• decrease is due to two factors. Fir_tj _it can be shown from "_

eqt_ation (5_ _of reference 4, that for const._nt tip •speed the sound

pressure" varies inversely as t_e propeller radius. Second_ for
constant tip speed the large propeller will have a lower rpm; thus,

the_sound frequencies will bereduced •toward a region where the

ear has lower sensitivity.

: ....... The effect of power on the loudness of a two-blade propeller

of constant diameter is given on figure 7. There is some increase

in sound output with increase of power# particularly at the lower rpm's.

• If the rpm is•reduced still further into the regionwhere the vortex

noise predominates, the loudness level does not change _Ach with

horsepower. In some preliminary tests wi_d_ the NACA quiet propellers
the sound pressure level was increased only 1 to 2 decibels as the

power was increased f_m ll0 horsepower _o 185 horsepower.

Effect of Distance on Airplane Noise

The question of effect of distance on airplane noise was raised

at the September 1946 NACA Industry Conference on Personal Aircraft

Research. Some tests (reference 3) were subsequently made to

determine how m_ch atmospheric absorption o_fected the sound.

Figure 8 gives the maximum sound intensity measured on the Ground

as an AT-6 airplane was flown directly over the microphone at

altitudes betwee_ 300 and 5000 feet. _e str_i@_t line is a °

theoretical line calculated on the assumption that there is no

, atmospheric absorption anti,that the decrease in intensity ie d_,e

to the spreading of _the _sound wave from a point source. The data

indicate that the atmospheric absorption is negligible for the

conditions of the tests .. ,For •sound traveling along t.he_ro_ud_

appreciable absorption was;_oted when the wave length of sound was
about the same dimension or _maller than the _dmensiou of•the

vegetation. "Thus short grass;will not attenuate _he low frequencies
but shrubbery or trees will.

' . • - ] ".
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DISCUSSION OF .aERODYNAMIC FACTORS

Ide_l Efficiency

The ideal efficiency of an actuator disk is given as a function
of the power coefficient on figure 9. This curve is taken from

reference 9 and is based on the work of Rankine in 1865. This

curve gives the ideal efficiency for the condition that the momentum

increase is distributed uniformly over the propeller disk. This

curve is useful for estimating the effect of diameter on the
efficiency of a propeller. Various values of diameter are indicated

on this curve for lO0 horsepower} the cruise condition is taken

as lO0 miles per hour and is sho_a_ _oove the line; the take-off

condition_ as 90 miles per hour and shom_ below the line. It may

be seen that hhe take-off efficiency becomes quite low as the
diameter is reduced.

Propeller Bla_e Area as a Function of Tip Speed

An expression for the differenti_ul tkrust per unit blade area

ma_ be obtained from blade element theory (reference 9). Neglecting

the section d.rag_ the following relation is obt_ined.

dT 1

---  %WU (1)dA

where W is the helical velocity _%d u the rotktional velocity
of the section.

The propeller blade area required to develop a given thrust

maybe estimated from this equation. In figure lO the blade __rea

is given as a function of tip speed. These ctu-ves o2e based on the

assumption that W = U and that the velocities at the 0.7 r_dius

are representative. A lift coefficient of 0.4 was use_In these
calculations. These curves show the large increase in blade area

necessary to develop the required thrust at low tip speeds. They

indicate the magnitude of the required blade area _nd are used in

this paper for estimating the vortex noise and the weight of

propellers and are not intended for design purposes.

Minlm_mLoss Theorem

Modern propeller theory is based on a theorem given by Betz
in 1919 (reference i0). This theorem states: "The flow behind a

propeller with minimum loss of energy is as though the path traversed
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by each propeller blade was congealed and was driven astern at a

given velocity . . . ." Figure ll is a picture of celluloid helices

which represent the congealed wakes of Betz' theorem. In an

addendum to reference lO s Prandtl calculated the distribution of
the flow over a series of disks representing the helix. From this
flow Prandtl obtained the ideal circulation or load distribution

for a propeller s based on the simplifying assumptions he made.
In 1999 Goldstein calculated the flow about two- and four-blade

helices and obtained an exact erA_ession for the ideal circulation

distribution. In 19_4 Theodorsen at the NACA reexamined the entire

propeller theory and by use of electrical methods checked Golistein's

circulation function for sin@le-rotating propellers and obtained
the circulation functions for dual rotating propellers. Some of

the models which were used for the electrical measuremnts are

shown in figure 1.1.

Since a frictionless propeller having mlni_un induced losses

will produc_ a helical wake, hhe load d_is_ribution and performance
of such a propeller may be determined fl_m the potential flow over

the wake. Thus the optimum circulation distribution or loading
along the blade radius may be obtained from measurements of the

voltage across the helical sheet whezi the helix is immsrsed in a

tank of water having electric current flowing in the direction of
the helix axis. This distribution differs for different rate_ of

advance_ munber of blades t and propeller configurations. The

circulation function for a four-blade propeller at a V + w of 1.55
nD

is given in figure 12 for both sin@le rotation and dual rotation.
These curves are taken fr_,m reference ll. It m_y be seen that to

obtain a mini_m energy loss the load at the tip must 1_e reduced on

both propellers. For a single-rotation propeller the load must also

be reduced at the hub I but fQr a dual rotation propeller the
circulation is a maxi_Am aC the hub. Physically_ this means that
the tip load nmst be reduced to minimize the tip loss and the hub

load m_st be reduced on the single-rotation propeller to reduce the
rotational loss.

Theodorsen_ in reference ll_ introduced the concept of the mass

coefficient which to a first approximation is a me_sure of the

effective disk area of a propeller. This mass coefficient may be

obtained from an integration of the circulation function_ or may be
obtained from a measurement of the electric_ resistance of the
helix when it is immersed in a tank of water. The mass coefficient

is the ratio of the change of tank resistance caused by the wake to

the change of tank resistance caused by the immersion, of a solid

insulator having the same dlameter as the wake. The value of the
mass coefficient for various numbersof blades for single rotation is

i \" ,.:<
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given in figure 13 (fig. 3, reference ii). This figure shows that,

for a given airplane velocity and propeller diameter I the mass
coefficient or effective disk area of the propeller decreases as

the rotational speed decreases or V + w
nD increases. This means

that the optimum efficiency of a frictlonless propeller decreaies
as the rotational speed is decreased. The mass coefficient and

efficiency may be increased by increasing the number of blades at

a given %t+ w
n----_"Even with an infinite nnmber of single-rotatlng blades

the mass coefficient is less than unity for finite values of V + w

It may be of interest that the mass coefficient of the counter-

rotating propellers lies in the region above the curve for an

_nflnite number of blades in single rotation. Since we do not know

at present how m_ch noise dual rotation propellers make, the

discussion will be restricted• to single-rotatlon propellers.

The efficiency formulas for frictionless propellers having
ideal circulation distribution are given as functions of the ratio
of thrust to mass coefficients in reference 12.

An approximate method for obta_ the efficiency of frictlonless

propellers is given in the following to demonstrate the use of the

mass coefficient. (This method is slightly optimistic but accurate

to Better than 1 percent for lightly loaded propellers having an

optimum efficiency greater than 90 percent. The wake velocity is

assumed to be equal to the stream velocity, V + w = V; and the

slipstream contraction is neglected.) The ideal efficiency is given

in figure 9. In a propeller the air is not accelerated uniformly
through the disk as in an actuator but passes through the disk in

bunches, having tangential, radial_ and axial velocity components.
The mass coefficient gives the equivalent actuator disk of the

propeller. Thus_ for example, an 8-foot actuator disk absorbing
lOO horsepower at lO0 miles per hour has a power coefficient of 0.1

and an efficiency of 99 percent (fig. 9). Assume that an 8-foot

two-blade propeller is operating at a V/nD of 0.9- This propeller

has a mass coefficient of 0._ (fig. 13)} thus its efficiency will be
equal to that of an actuator disk of one-half the area. Since the

power coefficient varies inversely as the acttu_tor-disk area_ the
equivalent actuator disk has a power coefficient of 0:2 and an

efficiency Of 91 percent (fig. 9). This is the efficiency of a
frictlonless two-blade propeller at a V/nD of 0.9 for the above

operating conditions. If the propeller rotational speed is reduced
so as to operate at a V/nD of 1.3, the mass coefficient becomes
equal to 0,33 and the power coefficient of the equivalent actuator

disk is 0.3 This corresponds to an optimum efficiency of 88 percent
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for a two-blade propeller operating at a V/nD of 1.3. If the

number of blades were increased to five at this V/riD = 1.3, the

mass coefficient would be increased to 0.5 and the optimum efficiency

would be the same as for a two-blade propeller operating at a

V/nD of 0.91 namely 91 percent.

Propeller Efficiency Charts

The preceding discussion has dealt with the induced losses of

frictionless propellers and cannot be applied directly to the

design of actual propellers. Lock_ at the British National

Physical Laboratory, extended the work of Goldstein to other blade
numbers and _eveloped a method of calculating the propeller

characteristics. Crlgler and others at the NACA have extended the

work of Lock and developed selection charts which greatly facilitate

the work of designing high-efficlency propellers. This method

(reference 13) is considered stanC_rd for the purpose of designing

high-performance propellers. Efficiencies up to 95 percent have

been obtained in wlnd-timnel tests on propellers designed by this
me tho d.

Recently Cri61er and. Jaquis (reference I_) have extended this

work to cover the low V/nD range and have calculated a series of

propeller-efficiency charts that cover the same range of operating
conditions as is covered in the loudness charts of reference 3-

It is believed that: references" 3 and 14 will aid the designer in

choosing the optimum prbpeller_ both from a loudness and an efficiency
standpoint.

Figure 14, taken from reference 14, is a sample of the efficiency
charts. It shows the breakdown of losses of a propeller. The optimum

efficiency of frictionless propellers is given by _opt for two,

four, and eight blades. As discussed in the previous section, it ma_

be seen that the optimum efficiency decreases with decreasing rpm

and that for a given rpm the greater the number ,of blades the higher
the optimum efficiency. The solid lines give the net efficiency for

the propeller, taking into account the skin friction or section drag.

The loss of propeller efficiency due to section dr_g depends on the

section lift/drag ratio and on the angle of attack ,of the section.

Such efficiency loss is a izLnimnm when the _sections operate at

helix an61e of 45° and at maximum lift/drag ratio. In the calculations

for figure 13 it is assumed that the propellers have the opti_Am

pitch distribution for each speed and that the propellers have a
solidltyof 0.034_ per blade at the 0.TR. Thus a four-blade propeller

h_s twice the solidity of a two-blade propeller..It can be seen

that each propeller has a maximum efficiency over a limited range

of rotational speeds. If the rotational speed is too high_ the
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losses are excessive because of skin friction losses; if the rpm is

too low_ the sections m_st operate at a Eigh llft coefficient at
high drag near the stall. In figure IS all the propellers kave

about the same maximum efficiency. It is seen that a two-blade

propeller operating at 1500 rpm can be replaced by eight blades

operatin_ at 700 rpm without loss of efficiency•

DISCUSSION OF STRUCTURAL FACTORS

Weight

The blade weight and area of a propeller having homogeneous

blades are given by the following relations

Weight - KiBRtc7 (2)

Area = K2BRc (S)

where

c the chord, and 7 the density of the material. K1, K2_ • •

constants depending on the geometry of the blades.

The above equations may be combined to give the following

relations

t S2
weight--K3 7

B is the number of blades_ R the radius, t the thic_ess,
• are

,; ; .i_ ¸,

m_

= tWeigh% K_t_ = K_ 5-c (9)
Area

where S is the total blade area of the propeller. Equation _ shows

that the weight of a propeller varies as the square of the blade area

and inversely as the number of blades. Thus a propeller having a

given thickness ratio_ area, and radius will have less weight as the
number of blades is increased. Equation _ shows that the weight to
area ratio is more favorable as the thickness of the blades is

decreased or for a constant thickness ratio as the chord is decreasedo
One of the factors that determines the minimum thickness and chord

is discussed in the next section.

Flutter

Considerable work has been done at the Langley Laboratory of the

NACA on flutter of wind-tunnel drive fans. This work is reported in
references 19 an_ 16. The results of these investigations are also
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applicable to propellers. The following equation taken from

reference 16 gives the divergence speed of propellers, which is

approxima+ely equal to the maximum flutter speed. (Because of

centrifugal force effects, the effective elastic axis coinciles
with the section center of gravity.)

£ Jft S o (6)

where

Vf

G

speed at flutter

shear modulus of material
• . ..

p density of air

Xcg position of section center of gravity

K 5 constant dependi_ on taper, etc.

Propellers operating in the stalled condition have a flutter

speed much lower than the maximum flutter speed. For a given class

of prop ellers_ the minimum stall flutter speed is a fixed fraction

of the maxismmflutter speed; hence, the above equation is useful
for comparing the flutter characteristics of propellers and discussing

the flutter parameters.

In the previous section it was shown that by holding t/c constant

the weight to area ratio could be reduced by decreasing the chord of

the blade. From the above equation it ma_vbe seen that decreasing c,
holding R and t/c constant_ reduces the flutter speed in direct

proportion to the chord. Thus, increasing the number of blades
(to obtain a more favorable weight to area ratio) results in a lower

flutter speed.

It was shown in the aerodynamic discussion that reducing the

tip speed by one-half required a propeller of four times the area.

Using the same blades but increasing the number of bladesby a

factor of four results in a propeller that is four times as heavy

as the original propeller. This new propeller has twice the

necessary flutter margin since the new propeller is operating at

half speed with the same blades as were used in the original propeller.

Some reduction In weight can be achieved which will give both propellers
the same margin of flutter safety.
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The following table shows how changing the parameters affects

the weight. In each of the five propellers considered below the

new propeller is assumed to have one-half the flutter speed and

four times the area of the original. All numbers in the table

give the ratio of the parameters of the new propeller compare_ to
the original.

.:i:'i ?i,,

_. :)"'.:_}-,,¢o

Line Chord iRadlus

c R

1 4 1

'2 1/2 1
3 i 2

• 4 l l

IBlades Thickness

B t

1

8
2

4
4

1

ll_
z

o .63
1

t/c Shear modulus

1 1
.1 1
o .63 l

l all 

Weight

G

i _'
2
4

..2.9
1

alt is assumed that the denslty.of the material varies directly
as the shear modulus G,

An inspection of the above table.shows that the flutter conditions

are satisfied by merely increasing the chord by a factor of four
(llne 1), but this increases the weight by a.factor of four and also

gives a very thin airfoil section thickness ratio. The best weight

ratio for a given material is obtained in llne 2 for a propeller

having _blade chord and eight times the number of blades. Line

shows that if a lighter material is used having a density and

shear modulus of one-fourth_ the new propeller will have four times

the number cf blades but the same weight as the original propeller.

Thl's approach to the problem appears to have the greatest promise.

It is believed that the designer may take advantage of the low
centrifugal stresses to use new materials or fabricated blades in

such a manner that therewill be no weight penalty involved in the

use of slow rotating quiet propellers.

An examination of equation 6 shows that if the blade-sectlon

center of gravity is located at the quarter-chord point the flutter

speed becomes infinite. It is shown in reference l_ that to

prevent twisting of the blade due to the aerodynamic moment an

airfoil section havln_ zero moment coefficient about quarter chord

m_st be used if the center of gravity is at quarter-chord polnt.

Such sections may not be desirable for propellers. Helicopter

designers have obtained freedom from flutter by Using such sections

with the center of gravity at quarter chord, both in the main and
tall rotors. Whether such techniques can be used to advantage for
propellers has not been determined.
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Vibration

Vibratory stresses have not been an important factor in the

design of small wooden propellers of fixed pitch. In fact, one of

the most successful wooden propellers in use today h_s the first

bending frequency near the firing frequency of the engine in the
take-off condition. Vibratory stresses may become dangerous in '

the hi,h-pitched quiet propellers discussed in this paper. One of

the propellers built by the HACA passed the electric whirl tests
and also performed satisfactorily on the en@ine at low pitch'

;_en the propeller pitch was increased to 30o. the propeller vibrated

badly with tip amplitude up to 3 inches. Strain gages _n the blades
showed that the blades were excited by the first firin_ order of

the engine. Another engine having a higher gear ratio and more

torsional dampers was substituted. This eliminated the vibration

trouble on this propeller.

Suchproblems are not new but have been encountered on many

high-performance designs. All the techniques which have been used

to check the stresses on high-performance propellers should _be used

in the design of quiet propellers.

CONCLUIKNG

Propeller performance end weight considerations have been the

main factors affecting the design of propellers in the past. It

now becomes important to consider the propeller sound as an important

factor in the design. Fortunately, there is no essential conflict
between the performance and sound requirements. The main problems

are (I) to obtain a satisfactory geared engine, and (2) reduce the

weight of the propeller, lWnat the weight of silent propellers will

be cannot be foretold. This depends on the ingenuity of industrial

designers and researchers. It is believed that by use of new

processes, high-speed geared engines_ etc., the future quiet airplane

will equal the performance of and have as light propulsive units
as present-day aircraft.

The present paper has outlined some of the factors which m_st be

considered in the design of a quiet propeller. It is believed that

the noise problem will not be eliminated until the rotational noise

level is reduced below the vortex level of the propeller. This will

require a reduction of the rotational speed to about one-half of
that of present-day propellers.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Va.
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Sttnson L-5 ai,rplane with five-blade 96-inch propeller, 185 horsepower
at 1000 rpm.

DIRECTION

FLIGHT

OF

/f 2"

/
!

% |

/
I
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I

%

NATIONAL ADV!SORY
COMSIT'{{[r01 _ROWAUT,CS PLANE OF
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ROTATION

Figure 2.- Calculated sound pressures of first harmonic from two-blade propeller in
forward flight. D = 6 feet; M t = 0.57; PH = 150 horsepower; V --150 miles per hour.

(From reference 2.)
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Figure 3.- Loudness level contours. (From reference 8.)
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Figure4.- Loudness as a functionofrotationalspeed forvariousnumbers ofblades.

D = 8 feet;V = I00 milesper hour; PH =,150horsepower. (From reference2.)
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Figu.re 5.- Effect of d_meter _t constant rot_ttoz_ speed N on propeller loudness.
V = 50 miles per hour; P_ = 100 horsepower; S = 300 feet; B = 2. (From reference 2.)
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FiKmre 7.- Effect of power absorbed on propeller loudness. V = 50 miles per hour;

D = 6 feet; B = Z blades; S = 300 feet. (From reference 2.)
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FIEure 8.- Sound pressure levels as a function of altitude of trainer airplane (AT-6).

V = 164 miles per hour; PH = 400 horsepower; N = 2000 rpm; relative humidity,

40 percent; temperature, 72° F. (From reference 3.)
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Figure 9.- Ideal efficiency a.s a function of power coefficient. (From reference 9.)
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Figure 10.- Approximate blade aces as a function of tip speed.
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Figure 11.- Propeller wake models.
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Figure 12.- Circulation function for four-blade propeller. V +___Ew= 1.55.
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(From reference Ii.)
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FIEure 13.- Mass coefficient for propeller. (From reference 11.)
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Figure 14.- Propeller efficiency. V = i00 miles per hour;

PH = 300 horsepower; D = i0 feet;O'0.TR = 0.0345 B.
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